**Extension Education Projects**

**Principal Investigator:** Jesse C. LaPrade

**Proposal Number:** 2000-5472

**Performing Institution:** Auburn University - Extension Administration

**Amount of Award:** $156,500 | 36 months

**Title of Award:** Alabama Farm *A*Syst Program to Serve Small Farm Operators and Underserved Audiences

---

**Principal Investigator:** R. Craig Runyan

**Proposal Number:** 2000-5481

**Performing Institution:** New Mexico State University

**Amount of Award:** $20,000 | 24 months

**Title of Award:** Protejer El Rio (Protect the River)

---

**Principal Investigator:** Michael D. Smolen

**Proposal Number:** 2001-04856

**Performing Institution:** Oklahoma State University

**Amount of Award:** $267,000 | 36 months

**Title of Award:** Oklahoma Green Country Watershed Education Project

---

**Principal Investigator:** Michael D. Hamilton

**Proposal Number:** 2001-04868

**Performing Institution:** University of Arkansas

**Amount of Award:** $261,500 | 36 months

**Title of Award:** Phosphorus Management for Sustainable Animal Agriculture in Ozark Watersheds
Principal Investigator: Jean Spooner
Proposal Number: 2002-4031
Performing Institution: North Carolina State University
Amount of Award: $287,500 | 36 months
Title of Award: Demonstrating Stream Restoration: Natural Channel Design, Stormwater Management and Exotic Species Control in a Rapidly Developing Watershed

Principal Investigator: Brent Auvermann
Proposal Number: 2002-4034
Performing Institution: Texas Cooperative Extension
Amount of Award: $185,000 | 24 months
Title of Award: Composting as a Carcass Disposal Alternative to Burial for Large Livestock Carcasses

Principal Investigator: Feagley, S.E.
Proposal Number: 2003-04895
Performing Institution: Texas A&M University
Amount of Award: $275,000
Title of Award: Development of Online Nutrient Management Certification Course of Technical Service Providers and Development/Delivery of Educational Programs for CAFO

Principal Investigator: Flinchum, D.M.
Proposal Number: 2003-04903
Performing Institution: University of Florida
Amount of Award: $275,000
Title of Award: IFAS Wetland Enhancement Decision-Making Tools and Training for Landowners and Technical Service Providers
**Principal Investigator:** Hairston, J.E.
**Proposal Number:** 2003-04914
**Performing Institution:** Auburn University
**Amount of Award:** $152,000
**Title of Award:** Developing Community-Based Restoration Initiatives

**Principal Investigator:** Smolen, M.D.
**Proposal Number:** 2003-04885
**Performing Institution:** Oklahoma State University
**Amount of Award:** Drinking Water Education for Under-served Communities
**Title of Award:** $250,000

**Principal Investigator:** Karen R. Hall
**Proposal Number:** 2009-05409
**Performing Institution:** North Carolina State University
**Amount of Award:** $228,000 | 36 months
**Title of Award:** Robeson Creek Water Quality Outreach Initiative